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THE ROAD TO CHAMPIONSHIP!
by Tracey Truong
The Lincoln Girls Volleyball team
won the Division 4 Championships in 3-2
sets against Animo De La Hoya High
School on Friday, November 2, 2018 . Lincoln won in a tight game against De La
Hoya. Mistakes were made on both sides of
the court and strong plays as well. Each set
was won with a tight lead. In the end, after a
long season and a nail biting game, Lincoln
won.
Over the summer, the Tigers were
rebuilding their team after losing some valuable seniors. During the summer, the team
was small, barely having enough people to
play in the tournaments at times. They
played in multiple tournaments and were
not strong against the D1 and OpenDivision schools, losing to most of the
teams and taking little to no sets against
other schools.
Leading up to season play, some
girls didn’t think they had a chance. One of
the players on the team said, “Before our
team was even set, Coach Yau, was always
saying that we could take home the championship, and we really wanted to believe
him, but it was upsetting when we kept
losing at tournaments.”
When season play finally started,
the Tigers had a team consisting of 12 players. Each player had played a role as a part
of the team: hitters, setters, blockers, passers, and servers. As the season went on,
some girls unfortunately could no longer
play. Some JV players and new students to
Lincoln High School joined the team. Since,
the team was rebuilding, the girls did not
really know each other, but as season play
went on, the players became like sisters.
Throughout the season, the Lady
Tigers had a league record of 4 wins and 6
losses, including tournaments. The Lincoln
Girls Volleyball Team had a record of 16
wins-20 losses-1 tie. Since the time they

Coach Yau and Players: My Ly (#1), Alexandra Novelo (#4), Nevaya Comeux (#7), Princess Byrd (#11), Jitzia Flores (#24), Angela Yue (#8),
Jessica Li (#25), Tracy Nguyen (#2), Vanessa Morales (#10), Nubia Sanchez (#6), Tracey Truong (#5), Paris Tran (#7)

began, leading to the Championships, the
team improved a lot. This made them the
2nd seed in the Franklin in the SemiFinals in 3-0 sets, yet again, with the
MVP’s being Jitzia Flores and Angela
Yue.
Then came the championship.
Lincoln was up against Animo De La
Hoya High School. Animo De La Hoya
is the 1st seed in D4, but Lincoln was
determined to win. After taking the first
set with a narrow lead of 25-21, the Tigers shook off their nerves, made better
passes, communicated, and hustled more,
but lost the second set with a score of 2624. The game was intense, with each set
having points going back and forth. In

the third set, Lincoln was down and
lost with a score of 25-21. Some heads
were down in the huddle and the girls
had to get their heads back in the game.
Alexandra Novelo, one of the seniors
said, “Guys, we want this! We want
it!” Lincoln took the set making the
game 2 sets-to-2 sets. Lincoln kept that
momentum from the digs against Animo De La Hoya’s best hitter, our hitters continuing to make strong hits, and
acing our serves. Lincoln took the set
15-13, winning the Championship
game.
After the game winning point
was scored by Alex, the captain,
Vanessa Morales, said, “Once Alex hit

Veteran’s Day

New Construction Next to LHS

Celebration

Completed building expected in February 2019

By Annette Heredia
On November 9, the veteran’s
ceremony took place. The ceremony
started with a warm welcoming speech
that thanked all the veterans for protecting
us. JROTC gave a welcoming salute and

our school played “The Star Spangled
Banner.”
Vera Padilla gave the microphone to Ms. Ruiz, and she acknowledged
those who unfortunately did not make it
back from the war. Roberto Gama presented awards to Edward Velasquez and
Ernie Delgado. Jose Rodriguez said a
speech about how proud it must be to be a
veteran.
I asked some of the veterans to
tell me about themselves. Gilbert Mejia
said, “I was drafted when I was 20. I was
not treated that well. They called us baby
killers when we came home.”
He fought in Central Highlands,
Vietnam for 9 months.
Veteran’s Day is an important
and solemn occasion. Lincoln staff and
students celebrated it with true honor and
we want to thank all veterans across the
country for their service.

by Carlos Perez
Last year the construction of a
new building began on Thomas Street
and Broadway right next to Lincoln
High School. Many Lincoln students
were curious about what was going to
be built. Some students started to ask
what the property was going to be used
for. Some students believed the property was going to be used as some sort
of mini-mall, but there are rumors that
the building is going to be used for
retail stores or even medical offices.
Finally, we have some idea what will
be there.
The Railsplitter had the
chance to interview Logan Bratton
from Excel Property Management, the
company that is in charge of the construction of the building. We learned
that the building will include three
floors and have medical offices and

some retail. He was unable to be specific about what retail was going to
occupy the space. He said, “we are
hoping to be completed by February of
2019.” We told him that students are
very interested in the building and if
there was any other information he
could provide us.” Logan stated that
“Unfortunately, because we are still in
negotiations and under construction, I
am not allowed to give much in the
way of specific information. We hope
that this development will help the
community.”
We will have to wait until
next year to see the final building.
Many are hoping a Starbucks or other
food retail space will be there.

that ball and I saw the ball drop I just
wanted to cry. I felt so happy and hugged
Tracey and all the other sisters. It felt
great; everyone was jumping and we all
hugged and cried. It was an amazing feeling. On that day, we got closer than ever.”

Got Plants?
By Camila Reynoso
Lincoln high school does!
Ms. Luna teaches the landscaping class
at Lincoln high school. Why should you
take this class? You get to learn how to
grow fruit and vegetables and learn
about the seasons they grow and flourish
as well as the best harvest times. It's not
all just boring book work. You get to do
a lot of hands on projects in the amazing
LHS garden.
You might be asking, but why do I
want to learn about plants? As Ms. Luna
said, “Growing food is an essential part
of life, if you have these skills you can
go anywhere.”
You also get to learn about the “green”
industry in which there are many different careers, so consider taking the class.
You might enjoy it more than you think.
Sheila, a student that took her class said,
“I really liked learning the structure of
the different plants and learning how to
plant at different times of the year.”
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Voice of Democracy

by Adriana Vergara

Opinion Page

Why My Vote Matters

This year four Lincoln cadets participated in the Voice of Democracy essay contest, which is a JROTC district-wide competition. Adriana Vergara finished first
place for Lincoln and 6th place in District. Qiting Cai finished in 8th place in District and Jennifer Jin finished in 9th place in District. Nancy Trinh finished in 4th Place for
Lincoln. Congratulations to Sargent Harris and the entire JROTC battalion.
Voting, it’s something we do in our everyday lives. It’s something that’s so ingrained in
our society that we do it for the most mundane of things. For example, when a family votes
on who is going to do certain chores. When you vote, you are given options. Everyone chooses the option they, as an individual, prefer. The option that the majority chooses becomes the
ruling vote. It’s the same with voting in the United States, where the options
given to the people are the possible representatives they are to
select. It’s because these representatives can make huge impacts on the lives of the public that it’s essential for us to
vote. They have power over laws, policies, etc. Voting
is a crucial process in our democracy because it’s a
right that shouldn’t be taken for granted, it gives a
voice to the people, and can even serve to give a
voice to those who are barely heard. A vote does
matter, even when you think it doesn’t.
First and foremost, I’d like to start by saying that
suffrage is or, at least, should be a human right. It’s
a right that should be taken advantage of by those who
have it. In the United States, as the law says, every citizen is given the right to vote by the age of eighteen. What’s
interesting about this is it hasn’t always been that way. In the
1700s, the only Americans who could vote were white male landowners.
The right was later given to all white men in 1856, but that still wasn’t inclusive
enough. Voting rights weren’t extended to African Americans until 1870 and women weren’t
given suffrage until 1920. In both cases, the right to vote came with a long fight. African
Americans had to endure years of injustice because they were slaves rather than people. Even
after the Fifteenth Amendment granted them suffrage, strategic laws were passed to keep
them from voting. Women fought for years to get the same suffrage rights too. The first women’s suffrage conference was held seventy-two years before the Nineteenth Amendment gave
them the right to vote. The plights these people went through to give every citizen the right to
vote can’t just go ignored. We need to honor them, at least, by exercising our right to vote.
Furthermore, we should accept that voting isn’t a burden, but a benefit. It gives people a
say in politics. We vote for people to represent us and make decisions on our behalf. We vote
for senators and congressmen/women who both make up the Congress of the United States.
Congress is the legislative body of the federal government, which means that people within it

There Goes the Neighborhood

are in charge of making laws. When we vote for these people, we’re voting for the people who
can affect our lives for better or for worse. The laws these people make can affect things like
food and drugs (Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938), housing (Housing Act of
1937), natural resources (Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974), etc. Voting for these people can
affect things in our everyday lives, which is why the public’s vote matters.
However, some people may disagree with me and say the people’s
vote sometimes doesn’t matter because when you vote for the
President the vote that mainly counts is the electoral college
vote, not the popular vote. When we vote for a selected
candidate to be President, we are actually voting for
electors who don’t have to vote representative of the
popular vote. While a valid argument, it doesn’t account for voter turnout. Last presidential election,
only 58 percent of citizens voted according to PBS.
How can we expect electors to consider the popular
vote when only a fraction of the people voted? Also,
some states have required these electors to vote on par
with the popular vote, so not all electors vote for whoever
they want despite the popular vote. Maybe if more people
voted, the electors would actually consider the popular vote more
than they do now.
Additionally, when you vote you’re not only making way for your voice to be
heard, but also making way for the voice of those in underrepresented groups to be heard as
well. These groups include those who can’t vote, like undocumented immigrants and children.
These also include groups who can vote, but whose voices are barely listened to these include
those of ethnic or racial minority groups (Hispanic/Latino, African-American, Asian, Native
American, etc), veterans, etc.
When you vote for a representative that represents these groups you are giving them a
voice, something very valuable to them..
In conclusion, voting in an essential part of our American democracy and it should be
exercised by everyone who has the right. It could be used for the greater good of everyone living in this nation. I know that I’m only a teenager and I can’t vote yet, but if I could I would do
it, I would value it, and I would let my voice be heard because when I’m able to vote it will
matter.

MIDTERM ELECTIONS RECAP

by Patricia Holguin
Gentrification is the process of renovating and improving a house or district so that
it conforms to middle-class taste. Over the
years, the word has taken on a very negative
connotation. Some believe it improves a community, but others think it is not “improving”
our society in many ways. I believe it is negatively effecting our communities.
When wealthy people come into low
income, residential areas and “improve” or renovate a house, street or district they are actually
redeveloping the area to become more expensive and not realizing that they are driving up
prices and forcing out the people who have
lived there for year. Many people have been
displaced from their homes, business, and childhood areas because people are moving into
these places and waving money around to do as
they please.
I have lived in Highland Park for all
my 17 years and have seen a disappointing
change in my community. The family focused
corner stores have now become cafe’s and the
new people moving into the neighborhood are
looking at me as if I am the issue or if they are
frightened by my neighbors and me. Seeing all
of these (what are known as) “hipsters” move
in, made me feel out of place. I can’t say that
there is no such thing as Latino, African American or Asian “hipsters” but, the majority of the
people who came in and eradicate the neighborhood are not connected to the culture or are
corporate businesses. I feel that seeing them
take over my neighborhood proves that they
could come in and do what they please. The
neighborhoods are changing and no longer
resemble what I used to call Highland Park.
My block included the 99 Cent Store
and the cheap clothes store where I bought what
I could afford and now they are cafes and expensive thrift shops. I would to see the older

Mexican men play tarjetas in front of the
family stores but now I see coffee shops
that cater to wealthy people and this is raising prices in my area — in my community—and many families who have deep roots
in the community cannot afford to eat or
shop there.
Seeing all these changes makes
me dislike where I live now. I no longer
feel as if I fit in and can simply walk down
the street without feeling uncomfortable
because all the stores have lost their appeal.
I no longer recognize my home.
The walls used to have paintings
that related to my culture and what’s going
on around my community and now I see art
that doesn’t relate to my community or its
cultural and historic past.
Gentrification will never completely stop occurring, but there needs to be
a compromise and understanding with this
process and the people affected by these
decisions. There needs to be a compromise
between those people and businesses that
established themselves in a community for
decades and those who want to become a
part of the community instead of the continuing clash that affects each other in negative ways.

by Lucia Barranco
The 2018 midterms are over and
important changes were made, so let’s recap.
First, the Democrats were able to
win back the House of Representatives after
years of Republican control. At the same
time, the Republican party expanded their
presence in the Senate. This means that no
legislation will pass Congress without bipartisan support, this division will surely create
a gridlock regarding legislatures. Trump
investigations like his tax returns are likely to
be pushed by Democrats and there is likely to
be an immigration stalemate, as the House
will need to approve any spending bill to
fund the border wall with Mexico promised
by Trump.
Second, it was a historic run for
women and the youth. For the first time
ever, more than 100 women have been elected to serve in Congress. Nearly all of them
are Democrats who helped the party take
control of the House. This shows how far
we’ve come, but there is still a long way to
go in order to reach gender parity in Washington. And young people voted at historic
rates-- about 31% of people aged 18 to 29
voted in the midterms this year, a 10-point
increase from 21% in 2014.
A long list of firsts proved a wave
of diversity:

Key West elected Teri Johnston, Florida’s first openly lesbian mayor

New York elected Alexandria OcasioCortez, the youngest woman ever elected to Congress

Colorado elected Jared Polis, the first
openly gay man elected governor in the
US

Minnesota elected Ilhan Omar, the first
Muslim woman (alongside Rashida
Tlaib), the first refugee, and the first
Somali-American woman elected to

Congress
Michigan elected Rashida Tlaib, the
first Palestinian-American (and first
Muslim woman, alongside Ilhan
Omar) elected to Congress

Massachusetts elected Ayanna Pressley, the first black woman elected to
Congress in Massachusetts

Kansas elected Sharice Davids, an
openly gay ex-MMA fighter and one
of the first Native American women
(alongside Deb Haaland) elected to
Congress

New Mexico elected Deb Haaland,
one of the first Native American
women (alongside Sharice Davids)
elected to Congress

Texas elected Veronica Escobar and
Sylvia Garcia, the first Texas Latinas
in Congress

New York elected Letitia “Tish”
James, the first black woman elected
New York State Attorney General

Connecticut elected Jahana Hayes, the
first black, Connecticut woman in
Congress.
About 1.5 million Florida residents recovered their rights to vote thanks
to Amendment 4. Around 10% of Florida’s
population had their voting rights taken
away for felony convictions-- the law automatically kept felons from voting ever
again, but with Amendment 4 they will no
longer be disenfranchised by this law. This
is the most massive expansion of voting
rights since the Voting Rights Act itself
and it will completely reshape the voting
landscape for 2020 and beyond.
Progress was definitely made,
and this is only the beginning of the new
political landscape that now presents the
start to the 2020 presidential elections.
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Lincoln’s Insane Game Against Wilson
The Tigers rewrite history in another epic game

By Jennifer Carbajal
On October 20, 2018 Lincoln high
school faced off against Wilson high school in a
Northern League football game — but this was
just the beginning.
By half-time Wilson lead the game 5014. This kind of score seemed familiar to the
alumni. On Nov.4, 1977 almost 41 years ago
when Lincoln and Wilson played against each
other , Wilson had 63-0 by half time. The Lincoln
Tigers refused to come out of the locker rooms,
soon got on the bus and left — forfeiting the
game. Lincoln's coach at that time said he was
forfeiting the game because of “safety reasons.’’

Fast forward to the present day! This game was different.
Instead of forfeiting the game Lincoln’s coach, Chris Rattay, said, “ I
didn’t want any of the alumni or the kids feeling we quit.’’
But the Tigers kept the game strong. They came close with
the score at 69-55 in the fourth quarter. In the end of the game they lost
with a final score of 93-62.
Although they lost, the game made history. It was the second
most combined points in California high school football history and
the most in City Section history.
It was definitely a game to remember.

October 20118
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Q and A with Tyrus
By Jennifer Carbajal
What got you into band? I got into band when I saw the
movie Drumline as a little kid, but now that I’m actually in
band, it’s way better than the movie.
When did you become captain? I was drumline captain last
year actually, but now I’m the drumline major which is higher than captain. Captain is only in charge of drumline. Major
is
in
charge
of
the
entire
band.
What are some things people don’t know about band?
People don’t know that it’s actually hard work. I’ve seen so
many people come in thinking it was easy but it’s not. It’s
extremely hard and time consuming.
How has band/ being the captain changed you? I feel
like it made me more
direct and all the responsibilities that come
with it are tougher than
you think.
What is the story
about you breaking so
many sticks? Funny
thing is I just broke
another pair last week. I
think I just get into
playing and the music
so much that I just forget how hard I’m playing.

Chomp, Chomp...

Chomp

Tigers Devour Garfield!
By Lovette Mercado
On Wednesday night, November 14, 2018, Lincoln High School boys varsity basketball team played its
first game of the pre-season. The game time and date had
been posted all over social media the previous weekend so
the whole gym was packed. They were playing against Garfield High School. The game started off rough for the boys.
They were not down by many points, but still, they were
losing. The boys had no problem working together though.
There was one intense moment when two players from opposite teams collided on the court. Even though one of the
Lincoln players ended up with a bloody forehead and another player on the opposite team with a missing tooth, the
boys still managed to pull through during this game. One of
the players, Jason Huang, said, “It was a neck and neck
game, but a hard fought dub.” The ending score was 56-52.
It was a well-deserved win and I see a bright future for Lincoln’s boys varsity basketball team.

Meet Our Lincoln Cheerleaders — The Spirit Behind the Teams
By Carlos Perez
Lincoln cheerleaders,
the heart and the spirit of Lincoln
High School, are a representation
of leadership and confidence. The
Lincoln cheerleaders consist of
three captains, senior Fabiola
Flores, senior Lillian Barragan,
and senior Alexandra Novelo. We
had a chance to interview the
captains of this year’s cheerleading club.
The Railsplitter: What does being a cheerleader mean to you?
Alexandra: It means being a leader and bringing spirit to the school and
supporting all of our teams.
The Railsplitter: What are some misconceptions about cheerleaders and
what are your thoughts on it?
Lillian: Some misconception I have heard are that cheerleaders are
bossy and rude but I believe that I’m the nicest person ever.
The Railsplitter: What are some difficulties being a Cheerleader?
Fabiola: A difficulty for me personally is trying to be the best I can be
because there are some moments in cheerleading where I feel like giving
up, but I always tell myself to keep going because there is always a good
outcome.
The Railsplitter: Are there any upcoming competitions?
Fabiola: No, not until second semester.
The Railsplitter: What level of cooperation was required in order to
execute a performance?
Fabiola: The whole team has to give it their all and be focused because
in competitions it’s very nerve racking and sometimes it’s difficult to get
everyone focused.
The Railsplitter: How do you think you did in past competitions?
Alexandra: In past competitions I think we did really well. We placed
1st in many of them.
The Railsplitter: Do you have any advice for men or women who want
to become a cheerleader?
Alexandra: For anyone who would like to become a cheerleader just do it. Join as soon as you can because it’s a great experience and our coach Juvenal Mendoza is such

a great person and he makes us all feel like family
Fabiola: Just do it! You’ll be proud of the outcome.
Lillian: If you are interested in cheerleading, you should totally try out for it. You wont regret it.
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The Librarian Who Blogs

By Tracy Truong
Growing up, Lily Moayeri, Lincoln
High School’s teacher librarian, always found
herself in the library at school. Ms. Moayeri’s
father was a diplomat and as a child she traveled
with her family to different countries, always
connecting with books and music.
In high school, she considered becoming a librarian herself, but as an undergrad she
wasn’t thinking about that. The first time Ms.
Moayeri actually considered getting her library

Halloween
Limerick Contest
Winners!
1st place: Angel Pineda
There once was a pumpkin named Cole
He fell in a very black hole
He screamed out his lungs
"So spooky," he sung
Then a ghost took over his soul
2nd place: Traneice Thompson
There was a werewolf with a really big snout
All the other werewolves would look and shout
It made him feel bad
He got really sad
He packed all his things and bounced out
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degree was in grad school, but she really didn’t
want to because she knew that once she got a
degree, she would have to get a job. Ms. Moayeri also has a degree in economic. She was
good at economics, but the other reason she got
that degree was because she knew she wouldn’t
do anything with it.
Instead, she started writing about
music when she was in college. She wrote for
the Daily Trojan in graduate school at USC for
two years. She enjoyed writing for the Daily
Trojan because it came with perks like free
tickets to music concerts and getting to meet
and interview the people who made and performed the music. When school was ending,
she made many connections and talked to people about connecting her with magazines and
editors of magazines so she could continue
writing.
For many years her friends told her to
put all her articles in a blog and she didn’t see a
point, until people kept asking her what the last
thing she wrote was, so she started her own
blog in 2012.
Her blog, Pictures of Lily, contains
links to all her most recent articles that she has
written for other places.
In 2009, she also went back to the
idea of being a librarian. Ms. Moayeri was a
math teacher at the time for 8th graders in a
magnet school, teaching algebra and geometry

for seven years.
In her 5th year of doing that,
some other teachers were telling Ms.
Moayeri that she could be a librarian at a
school and a teacher at the same time.
This was the best of both worlds for her.
She enrolled in a program at
Cal State Long Beach and it took her
another two and a half years to get another masters degree to become a teacher librarian.
She then went to work at
Markham Middle School for three years
before she came to Lincoln. This is now
her fifth year at Lincoln, so she has been
a teacher librarian one year longer than
she has been a classroom teacher.
One of Ms. Moayeri’s service
students, said, “ At first, I thought she
was kind of scary. However, as I got to
know her, she’s actually pretty awesome! She has a soft spot for students
and she appreciates it when you bring
your school I.D. card when you come
and borrow books!”
So Tigers, don’t be afraid to
go check out a book from the library.
Find information related to
Lincoln Library at www.lincolnhs.org
Read Ms. Moayeri’s music
writing here: www.pictures-of-lily.com

TOP 4 Strangest
Careers
By Yongli Zhong

!

THE TIGERS ARE BACK AT IT!
by Lucía Barranco
Lincoln High School Debate Team
attended the Urban Debate League of Los Angeles first season tournament in October.
When the debate league was founded
in 2007, the Lincoln team constantly maintained first place until a few years ago. From
then on, the team has been intermittently active.
But since the end of last year, the activity at
Lincoln seems to be going through a renaissance. The tournament, like many others of the
league, took place on the USC campus, at the
Annenberg School of Journalism and Communication. Lincoln took the largest group of peo-

3rd place: Lindsay Butler
On Halloween night what I fear
Is that not enough kids will come here
I will lose all control
Eat the sweets in the bowl
And the fat will pack on to my rear

Lincoln High’s Second Place Team at the
Opening Tournament

ple our school has ever taken in the past.
It was a group of 9 people, and although
it seems like a small group compared to
teams like Bravo and DMHS, it is indicative of a good start to the year.
Some of the people representing Lincoln at the tournament were not
there to debate, but rather to observe
and gain knowledge about a real debate
before debating themselves. The group
of people who did debate consisted of 3
pairs, one of whom won second place in
the division, and another the ninth. Both
of them were undefeated with a record
of 3-0 while the third pair’s record was
2-1.

!

Among the schools they beat
were Bravo, DMHS, and CHAMPS.
This first tournament of the season has
left room for improvement for all teams.
And it is, without a doubt, a good omen
for Lincoln High School. Currently, the
team is receiving new members who
have decided to join this year, and is in
the process of preparing for the next
semester’s tournaments. We hope that
these following years will bring Lincoln
back to its old glory.

!
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The Daily Ask!
You Ask and We Respond!
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A Lincoln HS
Survey

Answered by Camila and Jenny

What is the best way to end a relationship?
 It’s not best to keep the relationship going if you don’t see it going anywhere. If you keep the relationship going then you’re leading it on. In
the end that could be worse. Be direct and say what you feel. It also
depends where and when you speak to your partner. But you NEED to
make the point clear that you are breaking up with that person.
How to stop my two friends from arguing about dumb things?
 Figure out the problem, but remember it’s not your problem. It’s between them. Having two friends fighting is hard because you feel like
you are in the middle. Best thing to do in our opinion is to talk it out
with them. Be mature about it. Figure out the problem and see what
ways everyone can fix it.

Movie Review
Bohemian
Rhapsody
By Lucia Barranco

This film is, hands-down, fantastic. Surely one of my favorites this
year. The music, the aesthetic, the feelings…are all perfect. For new fans
and old, Bohemian Rhapsody has more than enough Queen to go around to
everyone in the audience. Rami Malek delivers boldly as the eccentric
Queen frontman-- the musical vibes and sequences are ravishing.
Malek is expected to be a candidate for best actor this year for his
phenomenal performance as Freddie Mercury. In the end, this is Mercury’s
personal story: his rise and occasional falls, and what it meant to be him in
the 1970s and ‘80s. While every actor is on point and there are a few big
names who pop up, it is the lead who steals the show.
Here is some info from behind-the-scenes: we know that Queen
lead guitarist Brian May was on-set for most of the shoot, giving narrative
opinions and insight. In recent interviews he said this made the experience
all the more captivating and enjoyable. He wished more time was spent on
the up-and-coming part of the band’s story, but what they got is very interesting.
Considering the aesthetics, the coloring of the film is great overall.
The costuming is on-point, too, a lot of the outfits are accurate to photos of
the group on and off stage. Mercury’s varied wardrobe, especially, stands
out from the others without seeming out of place. Some aging affects look
off, but mostly everyone is “historically” accurate.
Overall, although an overtly-fictional re-telling of events, artistic
liberties do not pull away the true meaning of this film. They only enhance
it: Tragic though his story may be, Mercury paved the way for many others
to embrace their true selves, no matter what the world may think.
The film has received harsh criticism, but this can only make me
think that what this film is criticized for is very similar to what the original
song was criticized for. But most of all, it’s the audiences final perspective
and the audience simply loves them.

Five Drinks You Should Skip For
the Holidays
By Rosa Delgadillo

Teenagers and young adults might want to think twice before having their next drink. Many of the drinks that you might think are good for
you are actually doing damage to your body. Five unhealthy drinks are almond milk, zero-calorie drinks, energy drinks, sports drinks, and coffee
drinks.
Almond milk is only made up 2% real almonds. It’s better if you
just drink water or regular milk.
Zero calorie drinks are super sweet since they don't have any calo-

ries. Researchers have found that since these drinks don't have any calories,
your body gets confused, and increases your hunger hormones which make
you crave junk food.
Energy drinks are full of sugar. Some energy drinks have about 29
grams of sugars. These drinks can be addictive, and can cause jitters, increased
anxiety, and more headaches and migraines.
Sport drinks contain high-fructose corn syrup, which is not good for
your body and linked to type 2 diabetes.
Coffee drinks contain too much sugar. A caramel Frappuccino contains 66 grams of sugar. It contains more sugar than a can of soda. A can of
soda contains about 24 grams of sugar.
So the next time you reach for that sport’s drink or visit Starbucks, you
might just want to think twice about what you put into your body.
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SPOT THE 9 DIFFERENCES! — MARVEL CHRISTMAS EDITION
Art by YOZO

Up In the Studio

Christmas Crossword by Annette Heredia

By Sandy Voong
Time feels like a distant cry for help,
Dear me I have yet to find a cure,
I stare out at the snow tainted panes—or does it stare at
me?
I felt my face turn sour, ripen to a helpless smile.
The tall spears of green buried in the blanket of white,
Icicles are my veins, though I care not.
Have I spoken too soon?
The jacket feels of a heavy burden on my soul,
The buzz in my mind keeps me awake,
Shall I have turned it down, it will be the death of me.

Bad But Slightly
Funny Christmas
Jokes

Rapper
Word Search
By Rosa Delgadillo

By The Railsplitter Staff

Down

What does the Christmas owl say?
>Hoo Hoo Hoo

G K Y U T P G R K Q

V

B S E

V C C Y R B W Y O T

Z

I

What did Santa’s wife say when he
asked her about the weather?
>It’s rain dear!

K T Y G A V U K D Z

J

U Z A A

E Z

Z D V K C C A Q

O

K A M T

N E

J

L

P

K E

Y S E H R B S

O

C G C C

Z

E

T C C M

M U F C U Y A A N

I

Q B U Q

T S C V

H

Y O G E

Where does Santa keep his clothes?
>In his Claus-et!
Who got fired from Santa’s shop?
>Drake for being a lousy wrapper!

D R L

Q

I

N F O K

R B H O S D
I

I

P

L

I

Y N U

I

F

Is your name Mary? Cause’ you look
like Christmas!

C L N F O J

K T B P T P Z A K P

H

I

What do you call a baker with red
hair?
>A gingerbread man!

L

O

B

Y A

A M

T

S O P B

M F R F W X V M Z W P

F Y G M

A U A Q Q R M M

How do you wrap an arrow?
>With a bow!
How does a mathematician count on
Christmas?
> One, two, tree…
Now those are FUNNY!!!
Merry Christmas everyone!!

Z

I

I

T R A C

A D D T E N O L

I

I

J

1.Red and white. Sweet and
minty.
2.The day of Christmas.
3.Things you give to people
out of kindness.
5. Decorations on a Christmas Tree.
6. The holiday after Christmas.
7. Wears Red and White.
11. Santa’s helper.

T S
L

P

G

O

S O O J

R K C M D K D W E K

A

R D V Y

TRAVIS SCOTT — DRAKE — CARDI B — KENDRICK LAMAR
— J COLE — POST MALONE — ASAP ROCKY — MIGOS — GEAZY — KODAK BLACK — TYGA — YG — PLAYBOI CARTI
— GUCCI MANE

Across
4. Small ice crystals that fall
from the sky.
8. The theme of this crossword.
9. People who you spend
time with during this holiday.
10. People usually get this
object to decorate.

